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Figure 1. Tracking accuracy along the z direction. Bead images (20 at 20 Hz and then averaged) were acquired for 400
different planes (along z, every 50 nm. Similar to Fig 1 in the main article). A LUT (200 elements) was built using a subset of
averaged images (those acquired at position 2i only ([0;199])). Then, all averaged images (400) were tracked. Upper panel, left:
the difference δ (between the expected and the computed values) in units of LUT indexes computed from square differences
(SD, back), square differences and biased corrected (BC, blue [1]) and phase values (PV, grey [3]). For the ease of reading, an
offset of +1 (-1) has been added to the SD (PV) values. Upper panel, right: zoom in the region where tracking is best (below
the focus). As already shown [1], BC successfully recovers positions for images belonging to the LUT (δ below 1E-3 for every
second values). This correction reduces tracking noise but fails to recover positions for images acquired at planes 2i+1. Lower
panel. Shown are histograms for δ values measured at planes 2i+1. Also shown is the Cumulative Probability Distribution
(right panel). This analysis shows that BC only sightly increase tracking accuracy (as compared to SD). This finding should be
attributed that the bias [1] does not show a linear dependence over the overall LUT step size. In contrast, PV shows a
significant improvement or both SD and BC.
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Figure 2. In-plane detection of particles using tracking algorithms of Magnetic Tweezers experiments [2]. (a) Same image as
in Fig. 1 of the main text, showing a particular region (141X141 pixels). (b) The approximate positions of the particles are
initially manually identified for the first image. For subsequent images, the position is taken from the particles centers at
previous time. Then a specific region of interest around the center particle is selected (SxS pixels, S is typically 70 pixels). (c)
From there, a slice (SxW pixels, W is typically 6 pixels) can be extracted for both directions (shown here is the slice used to
determine the x position of the particle). Averaging along W allows to determine a 1-dimensional profile f (bottom). (d) The
cross correlation (C(r), main text [4]) is calculated fromF−1(F 2(ν)), whereF denotes the 1-dimensional Fourier Transform
of f . Note thatF−1(F 2(ν)) is equivalent to calculate the cross correlation bewteen f (x) and f (−x) (where the elements of
the 1d array are reversed). Fitting the maximum of C(r) with a polynomial function allows to determine the position with
sub-pixel accuracy (see Fig. 1 of the main text).
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